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We investigate properties of a topological Mott insulator in one dimension by examining the bulk
topological invariant and the entanglement spectrum of a correlated electron model. We clarify how
gapless edge states in a non-interacting topological band insulator evolve into spinon edge states
in a topological Mott insulator. Furthermore, we propose a topological Mott transition, which
is a new type of topological phase transition and never observed in free fermion systems. This
unconventional transition occurs in spin liquid phases in the Mott insulator and is accompanied by
zeros of the single-electron Green’s function and a gap closing in the spin excitation spectrum.
PACS numbers: 71.10.-w, 71.27.+a, 71.10.Fd
Introduction- For many years, characterization of
quantum phases has been done in terms of sponta-
neous broken symmetry and the corresponding order pa-
rameter, which is well known as the Ginzburg-Landau
paradigm. Recently, however, it has become clear that
topological phases of matter are out of this framework.
These topological states are gapped in the bulk and dif-
fer from trivial ones in the topology of their electronic
states [1, 2]. The big difference between them is the
existence of gapless edge modes which are a source of
a variety of intriguing physics. For instance, gapless
edge modes play an essential role for the quantization
of the Hall conductivity [3], topological magnetoelectric
effects in three-dimensional topological insulators in bis-
muth based compounds [4–6], realization of Majorana
fermions [7] which are useful for quantum computation,
etc. In many cases, such topological phases have been
regarded as free fermion systems.
Recently, realizations of topological phases in d- and
f - electron systems have been proposed [8–11], high-
lighting the importance of topological aspects of strongly
correlated systems. Indeed, this issue has been exten-
sively studied so far [12–30], and an interaction-induced
topological phase is proposed within a Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation [24, 31]. Furthermore, it has been reported
that correlation effects reduce the number of nontrivial
phases; two distinct topological phases of free fermion
systems can be adiabatically connected if the intermedi-
ate states are correlated [2, 3, 32, 35–37].
In spite of these extensive studies, there are still impor-
tant issues to be solved concerning Mott physics, which
leads to a topological spin liquid in the strong interaction
region. (i) One of them is how the gapless edge modes,
which are a source of exotic and rich physics, are affected
by correlation effects. It is proposed that edge states
composed only of spinons appear in topological Mott in-
sulators [12]. However, this has been demonstrated only
for a particular model, and it is desirable to establish
gapless edge spinons in topological Mott insulators from
a more general point of view. (ii) Even for bulk systems,
there is an important issue to be elucidated, i.e., prop-
erties of a topological phase transition. From a math-
ematical view point, one can expect an unconventional
topological phase transition without gap closing in the
single-electron exitation spectrum; a topological transi-
tion accompanied by zeros of the single-electron Green’s
function is also possible since at the transition point, the
Green’s function should be just singular[38, 39]. Unfortu-
nately, however, Mott transitions reported so far in cor-
related topological band insulators are of first order, and
the unconventional topological transition has not been
reported yet. Therefore, it is particularly interesting and
important to explore whether unconventional topological
phase transitions can really occur in correlated systems,
and if they occur how the system behaves near such tran-
sitions.
In this article, focusing on one-dimensional (1D) sys-
tems, we explore possibilities of these exotic phenom-
ena with two theoretical probes for the topological struc-
ture, the winding number and the entanglement spec-
trum. Our analysis reveals: (i) correlation effects change
gapless edge modes in the single-electron excitations to
those in the spinon excitations (edge-Mott states), and
(ii) an unconventional transition occurs from a trivial
band insulator to a topological Mott insulator, which is
accompanied by a gap closing in the collective spin ex-
citations rather than in the single particle excitations.
This transition is characterized by zeros of the Green’s
function.
Model- In this paper, we study a 1D correlated Su-
Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model introduced by Manmana
et al. [41]; the Hamiltonian reads,
H = HSSH + U
∑
iα
niα↑niα↓ + J
∑
i
Sia · Sib
HSSH =
∑
iσ
(−tc†i+1aσcibσ + V c
†
iaσcibσ + h.c.) (1)
where niασ = c
†
iασciασ. The operator c
†
iασ(ciασ) creates
(annihilates) an electron at site i and in orbital α = a, b
and spin σ =↑, ↓ state. The third term represents the
ferromagnetic spin exchange interaction, which is essen-
tial for a topological phase transition induced by electron
2correlations. In the non-interacting case, for −t < V < t,
the system possesses a topologically nontrivial structure
characterized by a nonzero winding number [39, 42].
This topological phase is protected by chiral symme-
try. The corresponding operator is written as [39, 41]
Σ =
∏
i(c
†
ia↑− cia↑)(c
†
ia↓− cia↓)(c
†
ib↑ + cib↑)(c
†
ib↓ + cib↓)K,
where K takes the complex conjugate. Here, we would
like to emphasize that the symmetry is essential for deter-
mining the topological properties, and thus our analysis
below does not depend on the detail of the model, but is
valid generically for the 1D chiral-symmetric class. We
study the system by using the density-matrix renormal-
ization group (DMRG) which provides an excellent tool
for calculating the ground-state in 1D systems with very
high precision [43–45]. In this study the hopping integral
t is chosen as the energy unit.
Topological invariants- As mentioned above, topolog-
ical phases can be characterized by the single-electron
Green’s function. Topological properties of chiral sym-
metric systems are specified by the winding number [39].
If the Green’s function is nonsingular, this quantity is
computed by examining how many times Gσab(iω = 0, k)
winds around the origin of the complex plane as the mo-
mentum k increases from kmin to kmax [40, 41]. Another
way to characterize topological phases is examining the
structure of the ES calculated by dividing the ground
state into two parts in real space; ”environment” and
”segment” [2, 3]. Suppose that the system has a certain
symmetry and is gapped, then the corresponding opera-
tors acting on the ”segment” are effectively represented
as a product of operators for states around two virtual
edges A, B, which bring about the degeneracy in ES.
SSH model with the Hubbard interaction- Let us first
study how many topological phases exist in our model in
terms of the ES. We can see that the chiral symmetry and
the fermion parity Q = eipi
∑
iασ
niασ bring about eight
distinct topological phases. If the system is gapped these
operators are factorized as Q = e−iµ/2QAQB, QAQB =
eiµQBQA, and Σ = UAUBKe, where µ takes 0 or pi,
and UA(B) is a unitary operator for each edge and Ke
acts as Kea|αβ〉S = a
∗|αβ〉S [46]. Corresponding to ei-
ther commutation or anti-commutation relation of these
factorized operators, Q’s and U ’s, a phase factor is de-
fined; UAQA = e−iφQAUA (UBQB = e−i(φ+µ)QBUB),
φ = 0 or pi. Furthermore, since Σ2 = 1l, the follow-
ing conditions should be satisfied: UAUA∗ = eiκ1l and
UBUB∗ = ei(κ+φ)1l, where κ = 0 or pi. With these fac-
torized operators, we can analyze the structure of the ES,
which is summarized as follows: (i)for (µ, φ, κ) = (0, 0, 0),
there is no degeneracy. (ii) for (µ, φ, κ) = (0, 0, pi),
(0, pi, 0) or (0, pi, pi), the spectrum is fourfold degener-
ate. (iii) for (µ, φ, κ) = (pi, 0, 0) or (pi, pi, 0), the spectrum
has twofold degeneracy. (iv) for (µ, φ, κ) = (pi, 0, pi) or
(pi, pi, pi), the spectrum shows eightfold degeneracy. In
the non-interacting case, the system has an additional
symmetry, that is, the symmetry under the ”Shiba trans-
formation”, which changes the sign of the Hubbard inter-
action U . The operator for this transformation is written
as P =
∏
i(c
†
ia↓ − cia↓)(c
†
ib↓ + cib↓). Taking into account
this symmetry, we can see that in the case of µ = 0, where
Majorana fermions are absent, the four phases discussed
above are subdivided. Reflecting statistical properties
of the factorized operators, additional phase factors φ′
and σ are introduced; the factorized operators satisfy
PA(B)QA(B) = eiφ
′
QA(B)PA(B), ΣPA = eiσPAΣ, and
ΣPB = ei(φ
′+σ)PBΣ. Thus, each topological phase is la-
beled with (µ, φ, κ, φ′, σ). As discussed in the supplemen-
tal material, the ES shows no degeneracy (16-fold degen-
eracy) for (µ, φ, κ, φ′, σ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ((0, 0, pi, pi, 0 or
pi)), respectively. In the other cases, the spectrum shows
fourfold degeneracy. This 16-fold degeneracy is essen-
tial for gapless edge modes in the single-electron excita-
tion spectrum. Therefore, the interaction induces drastic
changes for edge states, which are discussed below.
Here, we should note that as nontrivial phases labeled
with (0, pi, 0 or pi) are realized in a chain composed of
an odd number of fermion species; a nontrivial phase la-
beled with (0, pi, pi) ((0, pi, 0)) is realized in a chain which
consists of one (three) fermion species (see supplemental
material). Furthermore, since our system is composed of
an even number of fermion species and does not show
superconductivity, the phases µ and φ are fixed to zero.
Thus, phases in our system are labeled with (0, 0, 0) or
(0, 0, pi). This is consistent with topological phases in
spin systems which are realized in the strong coupling
limit [2, 36, 37].
In the following, we perform the numerical analysis for
(J, V ) = (0,−0.4) to elucidate how the non-interacting
topological insulator changes into a Mott insulator whose
one-particle gap is of the order of the interaction U .
First, we discuss the bulk properties, which are essen-
tially identical to the results obtained by Manmana et
al. in terms of the winding number [41]. In this sys-
tem, we find no Mott transition in the bulk; the in-
teraction dependence of the double occupancy does not
show any jump which is a signal of Mott transitions
(see supplemental material). Accordingly, as the inter-
action U is introduced, the single-electron excitation gap
(∆c) (spin gap (∆s)) under the periodic boundary condi-
tion gradually increases (decreases), and is finally dom-
inated by U (t2/U) in the strongly correlated region,
respectively. Here, we have defined these gaps as fol-
lows: ∆c = (EN+1,Sz=1/2+EN−1,Sz=−1/2−2EN,Sz=0)/2,
∆s = (EN,Sz=1+EN,Sz=−1− 2EN,Sz=0)/2. Correspond-
ing to the absence of Mott transitions, we can find that
the ES shows fourfold degeneracy (Fig. 1), which is ob-
served in the phase labeled with (0, 0, pi). Therefore,
we can conclude that the nontrivial phase labeled with
(0, 0, pi) is adiabatically connected to a nontrivial Mott
insulating phase. This nontrivial phase is also character-
ized with a nonzero winding number (Fig. 2(a)).
Although the nontrivial band insulator continuously
3changes to the Mott insulator in the bulk, the edge site
shows an abrupt change at U = 0, which happens only
for topological phases; switching on the interaction, the
double occupancy discontinuously decreases (Fig. 2(b)).
This implies that a local spin emerges around the edges
since it is related with double occupancy via the relation
〈S2〉 = 3(1−2〈n↑n↓〉)/4. This sudden change clearly sig-
nals the appearance of topological edge-Mott states. An
important point is that electron correlations still play an
important role for the edge-Mott states. Namely, the
resultant local spin is not free, but still screened even
after the abrupt change, implying that correlated edge
states emerge. Corresponding to this abrupt change, gap-
less edge states observed in the single-electron excitation
spectrum vanishes; for 0 < U , this spectrum acquires a
gap even at the edges, and it merges into the bulk Mott
gap (Fig. 2(c)). From these behaviors we can conclude
that when the repulsive interaction U is switched on, a
correlated edge-Mott state with gapful charge (gapless
spin) excitations is induced at each edge, while the bulk
behaves as a correlated band insulator.
Here, a comment is in order on the bulk-edge corre-
spondence in terms of the Green’s function. If the gapless
edge states exist, the ground state is degenerate, and we
can choose the state so that it is chiral symmetric. In this
case, the bulk nontrivial structure results in the emer-
gence of zeros of the Green’s function. Note that gapless
excitations in the open boundary condition indicate the
existence of gapless edge modes since we have confirmed
that the system is gapped in the periodic boundary condi-
tion. Although the single-electron excitation spectrum is
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FIG. 1: (Color Online). Entanglement spectrum for (J, V ) =
(0,−0.4) and L = 30. (a) Lowest five entanglement en-
ergy levels Eαβ = −2log(λαλβ) as a function of interaction
strength U . (b) Highest 19 Schmidt eigenvalues for U = 0
and U = 0.5, which are connected entanglement energy with
the relation: Eαβ = −2 log(λαλβ).
gapped at the edges, degeneracy in the ES is maintained,
giving rise to gapless edge modes in the spin excitation
spectrum (Fig. 2(d)).
Furthermore, the analysis with the ES elucidates the
above-mentioned fragility of edge states. In the non-
interacting case, the additional symmetry makes the ES
16-fold degenerate, resulting in gapless edge modes in
the single-electron spectrum (red circles in Fig. 1(b)).
This is consistent with the fact that the nontrivial phase
labeled with (µ, φ, κ, φ′, σ) = (0, 0, pi, pi, pi) is realized in
our model (see supplemental material). As the inter-
action is introduced, it lowers the additional symmetry
and reduces the degeneracy of the energy spectrum at
each edge from four-fold to two-fold. This implies that
properties of the edge states change into correlated ones
with gapless spin (gapful charge) excitations, which is
indeed confirmed by the direct calculation of the spec-
trum. Combining all the results obtained by the winding
number, the ES, the direct calculation of excitation gaps
at the edges, we completely characterize the topologi-
cal Mott insulator in one dimension. Furthermore, the
aforementioned behaviors can be induced by any inter-
action breaking the additional symmetry; for example,
even only the spin exchange interaction can cause these
behaviors (see supplemental material).
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FIG. 2: (Color Online). Results obtained for (J, V ) =
(0,−0.4): (a) winding number for L = 11, where L denotes
chain length, (b) double occupancy of orbital a at the edge
site for several values of chain length, (c) ((d)) single-electron
(spin) excitation gap under the open boundary condition.
SSH model with Hubbard interaction and spin exchange
interaction- Based on the above discussion, we now ad-
dress the topological phase transition induced by electron
correlations, which may lead to a singularity in the self-
energy, thereby causing zeros of the Green’s function.
Note that this transition is in stark contrast to ordi-
nary topological transitions between the trivial-nontrivial
insulators in non-interacting systems, which can be de-
scribed by poles of the Green’s function. The former
topological phase transition is induced by electron corre-
lations in the presence of the ferromagnetic spin exchange
interaction [41]; for (J, V ) = (−1.5,−1.6), the trivial in-
sulator in the weakly correlated region changes into non-
trivial one which is connected to the Haldane-gap phase
in the large U limit (Fig. 3 (a)). In contrast to the
4non-interacting case, the insulator changes its topologi-
cal properties via neither a gap closing nor a first-order
transition; as seen in Fig. 4(b), the single-electron ex-
citation gap remains finite even at the transition point.
Thus, zeros of Green’s function are required at this point.
This behavior has not been reported in previous stud-
ies. Indeed we can see that a zero appears at the transi-
tion point (Fig. 3(b)); at U = 0, a locus of the Green’s
function Gabσ(iω = 0, k) does not wind the origin (i.e.,
N1 = 0), but as the interaction U is increased, the locus
approaches the origin and finally crosses it.
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FIG. 3: (Color Online). Winding number for (J, V ) =
(−1.5,−1.6) and L = 11. (Left panel) winding number as
a function of interaction strength. (Right panel) locus of
gab(k) = Gabσ(iω = 0, k) for several values of interaction
strength. In nontrivial phase, the Green’s function gab is pos-
itive and real at k = kmin. As the momentum k increased,
the gab(k) draws its locus clockwise. In the trivial phase, at
k = kmin, gab is positive and real and draws its locus clock-
wise.
Furthermore, the analysis in term of the ES reveals an
intriguing relation between the zeros of the Green’s func-
tion and the emergence of a collective edge mode. As
mentioned above, topological properties described by the
winding number are also characterized by the structure
of the ES; in Fig. 4(a), we can see that the ES becomes
degenerate for 3.2 < U . Note that change in the degen-
eracy of the ES requires a gap closing at this topological
Mott transition point, while, as seen above, the single-
electron gap remains finite at this point. The only way to
satisfy the condition for this topological Mott transition
is to close a gap in a collective excitation spectrum, which
corresponds to the spin excitation spectrum in our case.
Although it is reported that the transition point defined
by the Hamiltonian does not necessarily correspond to
the one defined by the entanglement Hamiltonian [47], in
our system, the ES combined with the direct calculation
of the excitation gaps leads us to the following conclusion:
in general, a collective mode becomes gapless at uncon-
ventional topological transition points, where the Green’s
function has zeros. We conclude this part with some com-
ments on the related studies. The topological phase tran-
sition accompanied with gap closing in a collective exci-
tation has been addressed by the exact-diagonalization
study of a small cluster of two-dimensional systems[16].
We wish to stress that our results elucidate not only such
critical behavior of a many-body excitation spectrum but
also an important relation of this transition to zeros of
the Green’s function as well as the emergence of edge
Mott states. Our results thereby completely characterize
this unconventional topological transition.
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Summary- We have analyzed topological aspects of 1D
strongly correlated systems in terms of the winding num-
ber and the ES. Our analysis has revealed the following
two unconventional behaviors common to 1D chiral sym-
metric systems. (i) Drastic change in gapless edge modes:
the interaction drives the gapless edge modes in the non-
interacting case to the corrlated edge-Mott modes, where
only collective spinon excitations are gapless. This can
be observed with introducing any interaction which low-
ers the symmetry under the Shiba transformation.
(ii) Novel topological phase transition: instead of a gap
closing in the single-electron excitation spectrum, zeros
of the Green’s function and a gap closing in the spin
excitation spectrum accompany it. This change in the
many-body excitation spectrum is naturally reflected in
the structure of the ES, and these behaviors are generic
for topological transitions accompanied by zeros of the
Green’s function.
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TOPOLOGICAL PHASES IN CORRELATED
CHIRAL SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS
Entanglement spectrum and topological phases
In this section, we show that eight topological phases
exist in chiral symmetric systems and discuss how the
normal phases are subdivided by the symmetry under
the Shiba transformation.
Before discussion about topological phases and entan-
glement spectrum, we mention entanglement spectrum
[1–3]. This is obtained by diagonalizing the entanglement
Hamiltonian Hs, which is defined as e
−Hs = trE [|ψ〉〈ψ|].
Here, in real space, we have divided the ground state
into two parts; ”environment” and ”segment”, and trE
denotes the trace for degrees of freedom in ”environ-
ment”. If the ground state is gapped, operators act-
ing on Schmidt states belonging to ”segment” {|αβ〉S}
are effectively represented with a product of operators
for states near the two virtual edges, and statistics of
these factorized operators induce degeneracy of the en-
tanglement spectrum which signals gapless modes at real
edges[1]. Note that the statistics of operators and the re-
sulting degeneracy are not changed as long as the system
is gapped.
6In the following, we discuss topological phases in chiral
symmetric systems.
(I) Let us start with the case of µ = 0, where the
relations Q = QAQB and [QA, QB] = 0 hold. In this
case, we can see
QAΣ = eiφΣQA,
QBΣ = eiφΣQB. (2)
To satisfy the relation Σ2QA(B) = QA(B), φ takes 0 or pi.
In the following, let us discuss each case.
-(µ, φ) = (0, 0)- In this case, the relation Σ2 = 1l im-
plies
UA(UA)∗ = 1leiκ (3)
UB(UB)∗ = 1lei(κ), (4)
where κ = 0 or pi. For κ = 0, no degeneracy is required in
the spectrum, while fourfold degeneracy is found for κ =
pi since states |qA, qB〉S , U
A|qA, qB〉S , U
B|qA, qB〉S , and
UAUB|qA, qB〉S are orthogonal to each other. Therefore,
phases labeled with (µ, φ)=(0, 0) are subdivided by κ,
and for κ = 0 (pi), we can find a trivial phase (nontrivial
phase which shows fourfold degeneracy in the spectrum),
respectively.
-(µ, φ) = (0, pi)- In this case UA(B) is fermionic, i.e.,
they change fermion parity at each end, since the rela-
tions {UA, QA} = 0 and {UB, QB} = 0 hold. Thus,
Σ2 = 1l results in
UA(UA)∗ = 1leiκ (5)
UB(UB)∗ = 1lei(κ+pi), (6)
where κ = 0 or pi. Thus, the phase labeled with
(µ, φ) = (0, pi) is subdivided into two phases by κ. How-
ever, this does not bring about degeneracy in the spec-
trum. Instead, note that following relations:
{QA(B), UA(B)} = 0,
[Hs, Q
A(B)] = 0,
[Hs, U
A(B)] = 0. (7)
[QA, QB] = 0 and [Hs, Q] = 0 result in the sec-
ond equation, and the third line is from the re-
lation [Hs,Σ] = 0. Since [Hs, U
AQA] = 0,
the state |qA, qB〉S , U
AQA|qA, qB〉S , U
BQB|qA, qB〉S
and UAQAUBQB|qA, qB〉S are orthogonal; the rela-
tion, {UA, QA} = 0, results in QAUA|qA, qB〉S =
−UAQA|qA, qB〉S = −qAU
A|qA, qB〉S . Therefore we can
see fourfold degeneracy for (0, pi, 0 orpi).
(II) For µ = pi, we can see
ΣQA = eiφQAΣ
ΣQB = ei(φ+pi)QBΣ. (8)
For φ = pi, we can use the results for φ = 0 by redefining
the operator for the chiral symmetry. Let us see the case
where φ = pi. In this case, one can find {Σ, QA} = 0 and
[Σ, QB] = 0. Redefining the operator for chiral symmetry
as Σ′ = QΣ, we can see
Σ′QA = ei0QAΣ′
Σ′QB = ei(pi)QBΣ′. (9)
Thus, we can discuss both cases in the same manner. Fur-
thermore we can see that UA and UB are bosonic. Sup-
pose that UA and UB are fermionic, then, {UA, QB} = 0.
This implies
{UA, QA}UB = 0,
[UB, QB]UB = 0.
This contradicts to the fact that UB is fermionic. Thus,
UA and UB cannot be fermionic. The phase factor is
introduced for Σ2 = 1l, as done for (µ, φ) = (0, 0);
UA(UA)∗ = eiκ1l. (10)
For κ = pi, we can see the fourfold degeneracy for each
sector labeled by the quantum number for Q. Therefore,
for (µ, φ, κ) = (pi, 0 orpi, 0) ((µ, φ, κ) = (pi, 0 orpi, pi)) the
system shows two- (eight-) fold degeneracy. The results
are summarized in Table I.
In the non-interacting case, chiral symmetric systems
have additional symmetry under the Shiba transforma-
tion. Here, we discuss how this symmetry affects de-
generacy of the entanglement spectrum and focus on the
case of µ = 0 since in this case, the system shows normal
phases. This operator is unitary and hermitian; P † = P
and P †P = 1l. Besides the operator P commutes with
the fermion parity operator Q and the operator for chi-
ral symmetry; [Q,P ] = 0 and [Σ, P ] = 0. In the case of
µ = 0, where QA(B) is bosonic, the above relations are
reduced to:
PAQA = eiφ
′
QAPA,
PBQB = eiφ
′
QBPB, (11)
where the operators are decomposed as P = eiφ
′/2PAPB,
where the phase factor is necessary for P † = P . Since
QA(B) is a parity operator, each factorized operator is
bosonic for φ (φ′) = 0 and fermionic φ (φ′) = pi. Con-
cerning the commutation relation between Σ and PA(B),
we can see for φ′ = 0,
UAUBKeP
A = eiσPAUAUBKe
UAUBKeP
B = eiσPBUAUBKe, (12)
for φ′ = pi,
UAUBKeP
A = eiσPAUAUBKe
UAUBKeP
B = ei(σ+pi)PBUAUBKe, (13)
where Σ = UAUBKe. The factorized operators satisfy
the relation
UA(UA)∗ = eiκ1l, UB(UB)∗ = ei(κ+φ)1l, (14)
PA(PA) = 1l, PB(PB) = 1l. (15)
7Let us discuss the structure of the entanglement spec-
trum for each case.
-(µ, φ, φ′) = (0, 0, 0)- In this case, each Schmidt state,
{|αβ〉S}, can be labeled with |qApA, qBpB〉S .
(a) for σ = 0, we can see [ΣA, PA] = [ΣB, PB] = 0.
These commutation relations do not produce any
degeneracy, and for κ = 0, the system is in the trivial
phase. For κ = pi, each entangled energy state is fourfold
degenerate; the states |qApA, qBpB〉S , U
A|qApA, qBpB〉S ,
UB|qApA, qBpB〉S , and U
AUB|qApA, qBpB〉S are or-
thogonal and degenerate, since [Hs, U
A] = 0, and
UA = −UA
∗
.
(b) for σ = pi, we can see {ΣA, PA} = {ΣB, PB} = 0.
For κ = 0, the spectrum is fourfold degenerate; since
[UA,Hs] = [P
A,Hs] = 0, we can see
PAUA|qApA, qBpB〉S = −U
APA|qApA, qBpB〉S ,
= −pAU
A|qApA, qBpB〉S . (16)
Thus, the states |qA ± pA, qB ± pB〉S provide the same
eigenvalue. For κ = pi, as shown above, the relation
S〈qApA, qBpB|U
A|qApA, qBpB〉S = 0 holds. However,
this is already satisfied due to the relations {ΣA, PA} =
{ΣB, PB} = 0. Thus, the spectrum is fourfold degener-
ate for κ =0 or pi.
-(µ, φ, φ′) = (0, 0, pi)- In this case, each entan-
gled energy state can be labeled as |qA, qB〉S , and
the spectrum shows (at least) fourfold degeneracy;
the anticommutation relation {QA, PA} = 0 implies
PA|qA, qB〉S ∝ | − qA, qB〉S and hence, |qA, qB〉S ,
PA|qA, qB〉S , P
B|qA, qB〉S , and P
APB|qA, qB〉S are or-
thogonal. The condition κ = 0 does not induce addi-
tional degeneracy, while the condition κ = pi requires
it. Namely, this matrix is an anti-symmetric matrix;
S〈qαqβ |U
A|qαqβ〉S = 0. Thus, we can find fourfold (16-
fold) degeneracy for κ = 0 (pi), respectively.
-(µ, φ, φ′) = (0, pi, 0)- In this case, each entangled en-
ergy state can be labeled as |qApA, qBpB〉S and the spec-
trum is fourfold degenerate, since UA|qApA, qBpB〉S ∝
| − qApA, qBpB〉S . For κ = pi, the relation
S〈qApA, qBpB|U
A|qApA, qBpB〉S = 0 holds, but, this is
already satisfied. Thus, for (σ, κ) = (0, 0 orpi), the
spectrum is fourfold degenerate. For σ = pi, the rela-
tions {PA, UA} = {PB, UB} = 0 are satisfied, and UA
changes not only qA but also pA; U
A|qApA, qBpB〉S ∝
| − qA − pA, qBpB〉S . Hence for (σ, κ) = (pi, 0 orpi), the
spectrum is fourfold degenerate.
-(µ, φ, φ′) = (0, pi, pi)- In this case, each entangled en-
ergy state can be labeled as |qA, qB〉S . The spectrum is
fourfold degenerate since UA|qA, qB〉S and P
A|qA, qB〉S
are proportional to | − qA, qB〉S . For κ = pi, the relation
S〈qA, qB|U
A|qA, qB〉S = 0 holds, but this is already satis-
fied. Therefore, the spectrum of each sector of p is four-
fold degenerate for (µ, φ, φ′, κ, σ) = (0, pi, pi, 0 orpi, 0 orpi).
(µ, φ, κ) (φ′, σ) degeneracy (µ, φ, κ) (φ′, σ) degeneracy
(0, 0, 0) (0, 0) 1 (0, 0, pi) (0, 0) 4
(0, pi) (4) (0, pi)
(pi, 0) (4) (pi, 0) (16)
(pi, pi) (4) (pi, pi) (16)
(0, pi, 0) (0, 0) 4 (0, pi, pi) (0, 0) 4
(0, pi) (0, pi)
(pi, 0) (pi, 0)
(pi, pi) (pi, pi)
(pi, 0, 0) 2 (pi, 0, pi) 8
(pi, pi, 0) 2 (pi, pi, pi) 8
TABLE I: Topological phases protected by the chiral symme-
try. If the system is invariant under the additional symmetry,
the entanglement spectrum shows the degeneracy shown in
the bracket.
Chain decoupled case
For J = 0, in our system, each topological phase is adi-
abatically connected to the special case where the chain
is decoupled into clusters. Analysis in this special case
clarifies which phase can be observed in our systems.
Namely, for V = 0, each operator is factorized as follows:
Q ∼ eipi
∑
σ
n0aσeipi
∑
σ
nL−1bσ and Σ ∼ (c†0a↑−c0a↑)(c
†
0a↓−
c0a↓)(c
†
L−1b↑ + cL−1b↑)(c
†
L−1b↓ + cL−1b↓)Ke. Thus, this
topological phase is characterized as (µ, φ, κ) = (0, 0, pi).
In this case, factorized operators for Shiba transforma-
tion P are also obtained; P ∼ (c†0a↓ − c0a↓)(c
†
L−1b↓ +
cL−1b↓). Therefore, we can conclude that the nontrivial
phase which shows 16-fold degeneracy in our model is la-
beled as (µ, φ, κ, φ′, σ) = (0, 0, pi, pi, pi) is realized in our
model.
Note that nontrivial phases labeled with (0, pi, 0 or pi)
are realized in a chain composed of an odd number of
fermion species; a nontrivial phase labeled with (0, pi, pi)
((0, pi, 0)) is realized in a chain which consists of one
(three) fermion species, otherwise, the factorized oper-
ators, ΣA and ΣB, cannot be fermionic. Furthermore,
since our system is composed of an even number of
fermion species and does not show superconductivity.
Thus in our systems, the phases µ and φ are fixed to
zero, and phases are labeled with (0, 0, 0) or (0, 0, pi).
Correspondingly the parity of the winding number N1
characterizes the topological properties rather than its
value since if we consider two copies of our system and
introduce an antiferromagnetic coupling between them,
it is adiabatically connected to the trivial phase.
8BULK PROPERTIES OF THE CORRELATED
SU-SRIEFFER-HEEGER MODEL
In this section, we discuss bulk properties of the cor-
related SSH model.
- Analisis for J = 0 - First we discuss on-site Coulomb
interaction effects on the topological phase and see that
the nontrivial band insulator is adiabatically connected
to a nontrivial spin liquid. In Fig. 5 (a), double occu-
pancy at the middle site as functions of the interaction
is plotted. In this figure, the double occupancy, which is
quarter at U = 0, gradually decreases and does not shows
a jump, which is a smoking gun of Mott transitions. In
Fig. 5 (b), the single-electron excitation gap is plotted,
and one can see that the band gap is gradually enhanced
and becomes of the order of the interaction strength U
in strongly correlated region. Besides, the spin excitation
gap remains finite although it decreases as ∆s ∼ 4t
2/U .
From these behaviors we can conclude that the nontrivial
band insulator is adiabatically connected to the nontriv-
ial spin liquid phase which is characterized in terms of
the entanglement spectrum.
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FIG. 5: (Color Online). (a) Interaction dependence of double
occupancy 〈nia↑nia↓〉 at the middle site i = (L − 1)/2 for
several values of chain length L. (b), ((c)) Single-electron
excitation gap (spin excitation gap) is plotted as functions of
interaction strength U under the periodic boundary condition.
- Analisis for J < 0 - Next we discuss the effects of the
ferromagnetic spin exchange interaction.
In the nontrivial phase, a drastic change of the edge
states is due to losing symmetry under the Shiba trans-
formation and can be induced not only by the interaction
U , but also by the exchange interaction. The entangle-
ment spectrum for V = −0.4 is plotted in Fig. 6(a).
In this figure, one can see that the spectrum shows 16-
(four-) fold degeneracy for J = 0 (J < 0). This means
that the low energy spectrum at each edge is twofold de-
generate. Thus, gapless edge modes do not appear in the
single-electron excitation.
The degeneracy of the entanglement spectrum can
characterize the topological properties of this model.
Performing these calculations, we end up with the phase
diagram for V = −1.6 (Fig. 6(b)), where the topological
Mott transition line is plotted.
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FIG. 6: (Color Online). (a) Entanglement spectrum for
V = −0.4 and L = 30, which is denoted with circles (tri-
angles) for J = 0 (J = −1.5), respectively. (b) J-U phase
diagram for V = −1.6 and L = 30. The topological structure
is characterized in terms of the entanglement spectrum.
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